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Robert Minogue, Director
Office of Standards Development
Victor Stello, Di rector
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
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Thomas E. Murley, Acting Director
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

SUBJECT:

RESEARCH INFORMATION LETTER # ~8
,
LIGHT WATER REACTOR STATUS MONITORING
DURING ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

This memorandum transmits the results of completed research describing
an improved method for analyzing accident sequences. The method is
demonstrated by applying it to detennine the operator's infonnation
needs during accidents. The results are relevant to the revision of
Regulatory Gui de 1.97, 11 Instrumentation for Light-Water-Coo 1ed Nu cl ear
Power Plants to Assess Plant and Environs Conditions During and Following
an Accident." Appendix A summarizes the results and Appendix B is the
detailed documentation on which .this Research Infonnation Letter is
based.
1.0 Introduction
The accident at Three Mile Island in March 1979, and the results of
subsequent investigations have reemphasized the importance of reactor
operators and the role they play in detennining the level of safety
associated with nuclear ~wer. At the same time, the adequacy of some
longstanding regulatory approaches to safety, such as design basis
events and the single failure criterion, is being questioned. Alternate
methods, some employing insights from probabilistic risk assessment, are
being proposed to broaden our perspectives on reactor safety.
This research introduces an analytical approach which could make significant contributions to accident analysis. As an illustration, the approach
is used to identify the necessary and sufficient set of light water
reactor instrumentation needed by analyzing the appropriate operator
response to specific plant states associated with risk significant
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accident sequences. The resultant set of measurable parameters is
compared to the list of such parameters in Regulatory Guide 1.97, "Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant
and Environs During and Following an Accident."
Criterion 13, "Instrumentation and Control," of Appendix A, "General
Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50, "Domestic
Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities," includes a requirement that instrumentation be provided to roonitor variables and systems
over their anticipated ranges for accident conditions as appropriate
to ensure adequate safety.
Criterion 19, Control Room, of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 includes a
requirement that a control room be provided from which actions can be
taken to maintain the nuclear power unit in a safe condition under
accident conditions, including loss-of-coolant accidents, and that
equipment, including the necessary instrumentaion, at appropriate
locations outside the control room be provided with a design capability
for prompt hot shutdown of the reactor.
11

11

Criterion 64, "Monitoring Radioactivity Releases," of Appendix A to 10
CFR Part 50 includes a requirement that means be provided for roonitoring
the reactor containment atmosphere, spaces containing components for
recirculation of loss-of-coolant accident fluid, effluent discharge
paths, and the plant environs for radioactivity that may be released
from postulated accidents.
Regulatory Guide 1.97 describes a method acceptable to the NRC staff for
complying with the Commission's regulations to provide instrumentation
to roonitor plant variables and systems during and following an accident
in a light-water-cooled nuclear power plant. The roost recent version of
the guide (Revision 2 dated June 1980) contains a list of variables to
be measured together with the associated measurement range and purpose
for the measurement. The design criteria (e.g., qualification and
display requirements) for the associated instrumentation are also identified. This list was assembled by surveying the NRC staff and by reviewing
accident response procedures invo1ving preplanned manual actions during
design basis events. Interactions among the staff, the Advisory Committee
on Reactor Safeguards, licensees, applicants, vendors, and other interested
members of the public have resulted in roodifications to the original
list. For the lll)St part it is a product of engineering judgment based
on past experience and on the perceptions of individuals as to the
significance of particular parameters and the impacts of implementation.
The research described herein developed a roore systematic approach to
detennining instrumentation requirements. The application of the technique
tends to confinn the reasonableness of the list generated via engineering
judgment. It also identifies, however, differences whose significance
should be reviewed by the staff.

,·,}~
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2.0 Discussion
The analysis reported here is based on
enhancement of operator capabilities:

t~

observations concerning the

l.

The operator's capability to diagnose and respond correctly to
accident conditions is sensitive to the amount and quality of
infonnation available to him through the plant instrumentation.
Accordingly, one of the primary objectives of this analysis was to
detennine systematically the necessary and sufficient set of plant
instrumentation which ~uld satisfy the operator's infonnational
needs during accident conditions.

2.

While there exist many diverse aspects of the general operator/plant
interface problem, any efficacious changes to present designs and/or
procedures must be based upon a foundation consisting of a thorough
understanding of the plant response to accident events and a careful
delineation of the specific responsibilities of the operator as the
accident sequence progresses. Therefore, an additional objective
of this analysis was to develop such a foundation upon which both
this and additional analyses concerning enhanced operator capability
could be perfonned.

The technical approach used in this analysis to accomplish the objectives
outlined above was based on evaluating appropriate operator response in
a logical progression of events. This approach can be succinctly summarized
by addressing three fundamental questions.
1.

What actions can (or must) the operator take in response to the
accident condition?

2.

What infonnation is required by the operator to take this action?

3.

What instrumentation is necessary and suffici.ent to provide this
infonnation?

By translating the general objectives into these three interrelated
questions, the analysis could be perfonned systematically, increasing
assurance that important operator infonnational needs will not be overlooked.
'

The approach is diagrammed in Figure 1. The seven accident sequences
analyzed were detennined to dominate risk in the previous risk analyses
from which they were selected. All sequences involved system failures
in excess of the single failure criterion.
For each sequence the physical response of the plant is defined in tenns
of measurable parameters. The time-dependent variations and the interrelationshi'ps
of these parameters generate an 11 accident signature, 11 a uniquely characteristic
array which can be used to evaluate the status of the plant.
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The development of the ·event trees began with the trees as they appeared
in the original risk analyses. The events in each sequence which involved
operator action were identified and in some cases broken down into additional events in order to highlight individual operator tasks. In
addition, the sequences were expanded (events added to the event tree)
to include additional operator actions which could be perfonned to
prevent core melt, but were not taken credit for in the original analysis.
These additional events included "repair events," where the operator is
given the opportunity to attempt to restore or replace a particular
function, and 11 delay events," where the operator is called upon to delay
an inevitable melt as long as possible or to perfonn some other consequence
mitigating action. The result of these efforts was an "operator action
event tree" which identified success paths and which logically displayed
the role of the operator throughout the progression of the accident.
Figure 2 presents a simple example of such a tree developed for interfacing
systems LOCA (V) sequence of WASH-1400.
Once the event logic and physical response of the plant are established,
it is relatively straightforward to identify the key operator actions
and the operator's infonnation requirements. This is done by characterizing
the status of the plant on each branch of the tree and associated appropriate
actions in tenns of physically measurable parameters. Table I summarizes
this infonnation for the V-sequence.
Prior to presenting the results, it is important to point out that this
work represents a first-of-a-kind study conducted over a short time
period. As such, there are limitations involved and refinements to be
made in the analysis. These are delineated in Appendix B, Section 5.
3. 0 Results
The results of this study pertinent to the revision of Regulatory Guide
1.97 are summarized in Appendix A. The table lists the variables derived
from the analysis, indicates the significance of each, and identifies
those not contained in the Revision 2 to Regulatory Guide 1.97. This
study yields results which compare quite favorably with Revision 2,
despite the major variations in technical approach. There are, however,
some specific differences worth noting, especially PWR reactor vessel
water level, containment sump water temperature, process parameters
associated with the low pressure injection system, and positions of
various valves.
Speaking 1TK>re generally, this research introduces some important new
concepts and technical approaches which, if properly developed and
applied, could make significant contributions to accident analysis. It
emphasizes the perceptions of the operator, the needs for infonnation
and the alternative successful actions one might take given various
combinations of component failures. Beyond detennining instrumentation
requirements, the methods have important implications with respect to
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Table

PLANT STATE
(See Figure 2 )

I.

---------

Sunnary of Key Operator Actions and Information Requirements for V-Sequence

DESCRIPTION OF
PLANT STATE

APPROPRIATE OPERATOR . INFORMATION REQUIRED
INFORMATION REQUIRED
ACTION FOLLOWING
TO TAKE
APPROPRIATE ACTION
TO IDENTIFY PLANT STATE STATE IDENTIFICATION
RCS P,T
•• Pressurizer
water
1evel
Containment P,T,R
•• Aux.
Building T,R
LPIS
P,T,R,F
•

<D

Rupture of check
valves results in LPIS
o¥erpressure and
rupture

®

Reactor scram; decay Control Rod Position
power. leveli RCS pres- Neutron flux
sure rapidly decreasing to HPIS actuation
level

Prepare for actions
See states®@®
illustrated in Fig.4.8 and@

Initiate core melt
delay actions and
isolation

RCS P~T.
Vessel water level
HPIS flow
Accu111.1lator flow
Accumulator Tank level
LPIS flow from RWST
CSIS flow from RWST
RWST level
Isolation valve(s)
position

@

Reactor not scranmed; Control Rod Position
power level above
Neutron Flux
RCS P,T
capacity of HPIS to
remove heat; core melt
assumed to follow

Monitor approach to
cladding failure;
initiate consequence
mitigation systems

@

Minimum sufficient
·RC~ P,T
flow from HPIS to keep Vessel water level
core covered and
RWST level
LPIS flow from RWST
prevent melt
CSIS flow from RWST

Initiate (or continuej Isolatfon val ve(s)
isolation actions
position

@

Same as@
Either insufficient
HPIS flow or excessive
draw on RWST

Same as@

I

""
I

Primary system
radiation 1evel
Aux. Building R

Same as@

•

Table

PLANT STATE
(See Figure 2)

DESCRIPTION OF
PLANT STATE

I.

(Continued)

APPROPRIATE OPERATOR
INFORMATION REQUIRED
ACTION FOLLOWING
TO IDENTIFY PLANT STATE STATE IDENTIFICATION

INFORMATION REQUIRED
TO TAKE
APPROPRIATE ACTION
RCS P,T
Vessel water level
Steam generator water
level
Auxiliary FW flow
CST level
Reactor power level

®

LOCA successfully
isolated before core
melt occurs

Isolation valve
Initiate long-tenn
remova 1
heat
position
RCS P
LPIS flow
Pressurizer water level

0

Isolation fails after
delaying action core
melt occurs when RWST
depleted

Same as®

@

IsolatiQn fails; no
delaying action has
occurred; core melt
occurs more quickly
than 4a

Same as Q

®

Long-tenn heat removal
established

RCS P,T
Steam gen. level
Aux. FW flow

@

RCS P,T
~ong-term heat removal
Steam gen. 1evel
not established; no
Aux. FW flow
corrective action
possible

P • Pressure
R = Radiation Level

T = Temperature
F = Flow Rate

Monitor approach to
core melt and initiate
consequence mitigation
actions

Primary system
radiation .level
RWST level
Aux. Building R

Same as§

Same as Q

Initiate consequence
mitigation systems

I

CX>
I

•
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developing emergency procedures, generating training·simulator exercises,
and designing operational aids, including computerized diagnostic systems.
Therefore, the methodology itself, as described previously in Section
2.0, should be viewed as a major result of this research.
4.0 Recommendations
The following recommendations are made with respect to the results
reported here:
l.

2.

The regulatory and standards development staffs should review the
concepts and technical approach described in Appendix B and advise
the research staff as to the value and validity of these techniques,
, areas for their improvement, and suggested topics for their application.
Assuming the methods are deemed promising, the regulatory staff may
·also want to encourage licensees and applicants to apply them to
their own facilities.
The regulatory and standards development staffs should review these
results and assimilate them into the technical basis for decisions
relative to the revision of Regulatory Guide 1.97. Appropriate
considerations should be given to the limitations of the study
which generated these results.

In the meantime, RES is continuing this research. Additional accident
sequences are being analyzed as is a broader spectrum of reactor designs.
Furthermore, the development of best-estimate codes to calculate the
physical response of plant systems during accidents continues to provide
updated information on which to base these analyses.
The RES technical contact for this \r«>rk is Raymond DiSalvo.

, cting Director
egulatory Research
Enclosures:
1. Appendix A: Summary of Variables
Identified in Sequence Evaluations
2. Appendix B: LWR Status flonitoring
During Accident Conditions (NUREG/CR-1440)

APPENDIX A
APPENDIX A - Sunwnary of Variables Identified in Sequence Evaluations
PWR

Major Purpose for Indicated PWR Accident Sequence

Measured
Variable

v

s2c

s1HF

TML/TMLB/

Conmen ts

Control Rod
Posit ton

•Verl flcat ton of scram

Same as V

Same as V

Same as V

Provides prt11111ry tndtcatton
of successful scram

Neutron Flux

•Verification of scram

Same as V

Same as V

Same as V

Indicates shutdown Nrgtn;
Important after tnittal
failure to scram; might be
unreliable under voiding
conditions

RCS Pressure

•Diagnosis of inttlating LOCA event
•Determination of need
for and effectiveness
of ECI
•Provides, along with
RCS temperature, degree of subcoollng
•Indication of break
Isolation

RCS Temperature

•Provides, along with
RCS pressure, degree
of subcoollng

Pressurizer

•Indication of lnltlattng event
•Indication of isolatton of break

L~vel

• ldenti flcation of
Initiating small
break
•Determination of
need for and effectlveness of
ECI and ECR
•Provides, along
with RCS temperature, degree of
subcool Ing
Same as V

\

•Indication of
Initiating event
• Diagnos Is of s lze
and location of
break

Same as

s2c

•lndtcatton of trans tent i nl t la tor
•Indication of tntegrity of primary
system
•Provides, along
with RCS temperature
degree of subcoollng

)::lo
I

......

Same as V

Same as

s2c

•Provides, along
with RCS pressure,
degree of subcoollny
•Indicator of natura
circulation
• Indication of inttlattng event

Measurements of both hot
and cold leg temperatures
useful for natural ctrculdtion

•

Sunmary of Variables Identified in Sequence
PWR

Measured

Variable

v

of
pressurizer relief
valve reclosure

~Verification

Vessel Water level •tndicatton of need for •Indication of
and effectiveness of
Initiating event
ECJ
•Indication of
•lndtcdtion of tsoneed for and
lat1on of break
effectiveness of

Same as S{

ECI

•Indication of approach
to core melt
•Assessment of extent
of core damage following restoration
of ..:ore cooling

Boron Concentrat- •Indication of shutton
down margin

as

I
!

TML/TMLB/

Pressurizer Relief
Valve position,
discharge line
flow, or dratn
tank level

Primary System
Radiation Level

Ev~luations

Major Purpose for Indicated PWR Accident Sequence
Comnents

Other parameters designed
to indicate RCS integrity
can be used as back-up to
these dtrect tndtcattons
llol ir ... l•i•t.,d In Reg. Gulde 1.97.

•Indication of in1Other thermodynamic parameters ,
t1atlng event
(e.g. RCS pres:sure and tem•Verification of ·re- pera tu re) can be used for
lief valve closure
most accident condtttons.
and success of main- Further analysts ts required
tatntng adequate
to determine if these paraliquid Inventory
meters are sufftc tent for a 11
significant accident conditions

Same as V

Same

V

Same as V

Un-ltne timely measuretnents
are necessary; system should
remain operable under all
accident conditions Including
containment isolation

Same as V

Same as V

Same as V

Could be useful back-up if
accident progresses to condi t Ions which make neutron
flux monitors unreliable

)>

I
N

,.
I

Summary of Variables Identified in Seauence Evaluations

~~~~~~~.--~~~~~~~~~

PWR

Measured

Variable

Major Purpose for Indicated PWR Accident Sequence

v

THL/TMLB/

Conmen ts

···~~~~~~-t-~~~~~~~~~-+-~~~~~~--t~~~~~-r~~~~~~~~-t-~~~~~~~~~~~~

Containment
Pressure

Containment
Isolation Valve
Position

•Diagnosis of initiating LOCA

of
Initiating break
•lndtcatlon of
CSIS failure,
repair of CSIS,
and effectiveness
of CSRS
.Provides, in
combination wt th
sump water temperature, Indication of
adequate NPSH for
ECR PURll>S.
•Indtcat1on of
containment integrity

~Diagnosis

~iagnosis

of •Vertftcation of
relief valve
reclosure
~rovides, in •Indication of
containment tncombination
tegrl ty
with· sump
water tempera tu re, Ind lcat ion of
adequate NPSH
for ECR pumps
•Indication of
containment
integrity
•Indication of
CSRS failure
or effectiveness
Initiating
break

•Vert fies contain- Sames as s2c
ment isolation to
preclude trans-,
port of radioac t tve mater ta 1
through containment penetrations

Same as s2c

::z:,.
I
w

Sunnnary of Variables Identified in Sequence Eva 1ua t ions
PWR

I

:

Major Purpose for Indicated PWR Accident Sequence

;

Measured
Va rt able
Containment
Temperature

Containment
Radiation Level

v
•Diagnosis of ln1t1atIng LOCA

•Diagnosis of lnitlatIng LOCA

'

s2c

S1HF

THL/TMLB/

ieDlagnos Is of •Verification of
•Diagnosis of
relief valve
Initiating break Init I a ting
reclosure
break
•Indication of
•Indication of
CSIS failure,
CSRS failure
repair of CSIS,
or effectiveness or effectiveness
of CSRS
Same as V

Same as v

Conmen ts
Contalnnient h11111ldlty can
be used as a highly reliable
backup to containment
pressure and temperature
to Indicate primary system
lntegri ty

'

:

'

Serves as backup to conI
talnment pressur~ and
temperature for l'ndlcatlon of :
loss of primary boundary
~ntegrlty

Containment Sump
Water Level

Containment Sump
Water Temperature

•Indicate avail- •lndlGate abability of water sense of
for ECR and CSRS coolant flow
between upper
and lbwer
compartment
and successful restoratlon of flow

Can also be used as Indicator
''
of Initiating break

•In conjunction
with containment pressure,
indicates adequate NPSlt for
CSRS and' ECR
pump operation

Not Included In Reg. Gulde

Same as S2C

I
i

1.97

''
I

j
'

I

Summary of Variables Identified in Sequence Evaluations
PWR
Measured
Variable

Major Purpose for Indicated PWR Accident Sequence

v

THLITMLBI"

Upper Containment
Coqiartment
Water Leve 1 and
Drain Valve (between upper and
lower compartments) position

•Indication of
major cause
for ECCS
recirculation
failure
•Indication of
repair and
restor-ation
of flow

Steam Generator
Level

• lndl cation of capabi 1 i ty of long term
decay heat ren~val

Steam Generator
Pressure

•Indication of capabllit) •Indication of
of long term decay heat feedwater system
removal
performance
•Indication of
secondary system
lnle'.]ri ty

•Indication of
feedwater system
performance

CoRlncnts
Not specifically tdenttfted
in Reg. Gulde 1.97 but only
applicable to plants with
similarly designed containment drain system

•Indication of Initiating transient
•Indication of performance of aux11 i ary system
•Indication of performance of feedwater
system
•Indication of capabl 1lty of using
condensate pumps
(TML)

Steam Generator
Safety/Relief
Valve Positions
Main Feedwater
Flow

•Ind lea llo:is of
Same as s2c
secondary syste111 ·
Integrity
•Indication of initi- Pump discharge pressure
ator, success of
(not included on Reg. Gulde
repair, or utiliza- 1.97) could be used as
tion of condensate
backup Indication and
pumµs (for TML)
assist In specifying cause
of failure for TML

·:z:,.
I
lJ1

Surrv1ry of Variilbles Identified 1n Sequence Evalu"'tions
PWR
Measured
Yartable
Auxt 1iar.y Feedwater Flow

Major Purpose for Indicated PWR Accident Sequence
y
•Indicatton
water flow
generators
term decay

Conmen ts

TML/TMLB/

•Indication of AFWS
fa tlure and determlna t Ion of restoration

of adequate •lndtcation of
adequate flow to
to steam
steam generator~
for long
heat removal to enhance heat
removal

Puq> discharge pressure
could be used as backup;
flow control valve posttions
could be useful in determintng cause of AFWS
failure and In regulation
of restored AFWS

Condensate Pump
Flow or Discharge
Pressure

•Potentially useful
Not included in Reg. Gulde
ln diagnosis of
1.97
initiating event
•Indication of
effectiveness of
using condensate
pumps to supply feedwater to steam generators for some TML
Initiators

Steam Supply to
l\FW turbine
driven pump

•Olagnosts of AFW
failure cause and
subsequent repair

Condensate 5torage Tank level

•lndlcatton of abtltty
to use AFW as heat
removal system

Same as V

Same as V

1.97

Passive system; indirect
indication of perfonnance
can be obtained from other
parameters

Same as V

Accumulator Tank •Indicate tnjectton
level 1 flow rate, after Initiator
.and/or isolatton
valve posttlon

Not included tn Reg. Gulde

Same as V

Summary of Variables Identified in Sequence Evaluations
Major Purpose for lmlicateJ PWR Ace Ident Sequence

PWR

Measured
Variable
Refueling Water
Storage ·rank
Level

•Indication of
•lndtcation of avallava 11abi1 lty of
abll lty of water for
water for EC I
ECI
eOeternilnatlon of optimum use of RWST water
supply In core melt
delaying actions

HPIS Flow

•Indicates success of
ECI fur core melt
delay actions

LPIS pressure,
tempera tu re,
radiation level,
and/or flow

•Diagnosis of tnittatIng event (differentlate from other events
with similar RCS respunse)
•Indication of Isolation
of break
•Determination of break
location

LPIS Isolation
valve position

• lndkation of success
of isolation

Containment Spray •Indication of need to
Isolate syslem for
flow (including
delaying actions
CSIS and CSRS)

Co111nents

TML/TMLD/

v

•Verification of
ECI operation
following lnlti a tor

Same as S2C

Same as s2c

P111~ discharge pressure
can be used as backup
Indication of system
operation

LPIS pressure, telll(lerature,
and radiation level not
Included In Reg. Guide l.97

Hot Included in Reg. Gulde
1.97
•Indication of
failure of CSIS
and subsequent
repair

•Indication
of operation
containment
heat removal

dtscharge pressura can
be used as backup indlcdtion
of system operation
Pu~

;·

t-~r.~

Summary of Variables Identified in Sequence Evaluations
PWR
Measured
Variable

Major Purpose for Indicated PWR Accident Se11uence

v

s2c

Si HF

TML/TMLB/

Conmen ts

RltR Flow

•lndfcatton of system
operation for long
term heat removal

Same as V

Sarne as V

Same as V

Pump discharge pressure can
be used as backup ind1catlon of system operation

Positions of key
valves In safety
related systems
(ltPIS LPIS.
CSIS, CSRS,
CHRS, RliR)

•Indication of capabll1ty of systems to
operate when called
upQn
•Diagnosis of failure

Same as V

Same as V

Same as V

Not specifically included
in Reg. Guide 1.97

I

•Indication of
effectiveness
of containment
cooling using
CSRS

Component Cooling
Water Flow In
CltRS heat exchangers

Component Cooling •Indication of effectiveness of long-term
Hater Flow to
heat remova 1
RltRS lleat Exchanges
Auxiliary BuildIng Temperature
or Radiation
level

•Diagnosis of initialing event
•Determination of
successful isolation
of break

Same as V

Same as S2C

Same as V

Sarne as V

):ii

I

co

Au1t 1 l~ry eut ldtr1g Tt11.>1:reture •
11ot lr1tlud1·~ In R1·g. Gutd, 1.97

Summary of Variables Identified in Sequence Ev~a~l==uat~1~o~n=s~~~~~
PWR

Measured
Variable

MaJor Purpose for Indicated PWR Accident Sequence

v

TML/TMLB/

•Indication of
the amount
of containment cooling
which is
being perf:Jrmed and
the requiremen ls· fur

Containment
auxi 1tary heat
removal fan discharge flow

Conmen ts
Only applicable to plants
with such a system

csns

Status of C:lasslE power supplies
·to key safety
system components

1

Status of HonC:lass-1 E Power
Supplies

•Verification of safety
system ava i li!lil 1i ty

Silme as V

Same as V

•Indication of safety
system availability
•Diagnosis of cause
for AFWS failure
~
I

l.O

•Verification of
available power source

Same as V

Same .as V

•Indication of initiating event for
nllll' and determination of res tor·atlon

Sunmary of Variables Identified in Sequence Evaluations
l\IR

Major Purpose for Indicated DWR Accident Sequence

Measured

Vartable

Control Rod
Post tlon

CIHIEHTS

TC

•lnd1cat1on of failure of automatic scram, and success/fa11ure of manual
Insertion of rods

Neutron Flux

•Indication of failure to scram and determination· of effect of manual
shutdown actions

RCS Pressure

eoetermlnatton of effect of delayed scram
•Need for and effectiveness of llPCI
e[ffectlveness of long term cooling
•Secondary Indication of reactor shutdown

RCS Temperature

•Indication of effectiveness of core cooliny (in combination with RCS
pressure)

Vessel Water
Level

•indication of
• lndtcatton of
•Determination
•Determination
cooling

Main Steam Flow
Isolation
Pos I ti on

•Indication of initiator
•Detennination ot potential core cool Ing procedures

Location of 1nstrt111ents not
yet detenntned; .core exit
temperature (as listed tn
Reg. Guide 1.97) does not
seem to be best location.
Intended for those acctden't.
conditions where coolant
level neasurement might
be expected to be unrel table

initiating transient event
water inventory
of need for and effectiveness of emergency core cooling
of when to secure llPIS and rely on RCIC for long term

MSIV should automatically
close following the tntttattng loss of teedwater
transient event

:z:,.
I
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Summary of Variables Identified in Sequence Evaluations
RIR

Major Purpose for Indicated OWR Accident Sequence

Measured

COffitENTS

TC

Variable

Safety/Relief
Valve Positions
in Primary Syste~
(including ADS)

•Indication of effect of delayed shutdown
•Indication of potential effectiveness of manual shutdown uslny SLCS
•Indication of primary boundary integrity

Radiation Level
in Coolant

•Information for monitorfng of core melt
• lndicatfon of amount of core damage

Containment
Pressure

•Indication of lntegrf ty of primary pressure boundary
•Indication of c:ontafnment fntegrfty

Con ta i nmen t
Temperature

•Indication of integrity of primary pressure boundary
•Indication of containment integrity

Containment
Radiation Level

•Indication of integrity of primary pressure boundary

Suppression Pool
level

•Indication of primary coolant boundary integrity
•Indication of availability of water for ECR

Suppression Pool
Temperature

•Indication of ability of cooling system to pump water

Boron Tank Level

•Indication of Boron injection for shutdown

SLCS flow or
pump discharge
pressure

•Indication of system operation

•

Summary of Variables Identified in Sequence Evaluations
RWR

Major Purpose for Indicated BWR Accident Sequence

Measured
Vartab1e

COf+IENTS

TC

Boron Concentration ·

•Determination of effectiveness of manual shutduw11 using SLCS;
indication of shutdown nldrgin

Feedwater flow

•Indication of Initiating event

Nut Included In Reg. Gutde
1.97. Could be useful
hackup under accident
conditions which make
neutron flux monitors
less reliable

Feedwater puinp
•Indication and diagnosis of cause of Initiator
discharge pressure
current to pumps,
or controller
position

I
I

I

I

RCIC valve positions

•Ensure availability of system

Steam flow to
RCIC turbine

•Indication of adequate flow to ensure system operation

RCIC flow .or pump
discharge pressur1

•Indication of successful system operation or cause of failure

llPCS valve posttlons

•.Ensure availability of system

HPCS flow, pump
dtscharge pressure, or current
to pumps

•Indication of successful system operation or cause of failure

)>
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•

I
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Not specifically Included
in Reg. Guide 1.97.

Not specifically tncluded
in Reg. Gulde 1.97

Surrmary of Variables Identified in Sequence Evaluations
llWR

Major Purpose for Indicated BWR Accident Sequence

Measured
Variable

COMMENTS

TC

RHR valve position (valves
required for
pre-warming and
flushing and
flow control
valves)

•Al low startup of system a11d subsequent operator control of flow

RllR heat exchanger inlet/
outlet temperature

•Information necessary for manual startup and lndicdt1on of subsequent
system pe1·fonnance

llPSW valve

•Indication of availability of system

pos1t1on

Not Included In Reg.
Guide 1.97

>I

__.

HPSW fl ow or

pump discharge
pressure

•Indication of system operation

w

